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The inuen e of thermodynami u tuations on temperature pit h variations in planar holesteri samples with
a nite surfa e an horing energy is theoreti ally investigated in the framework of the ontinuum theory of liquid
rystals. It is shown that taking u tuations into a ount allows explaining experimental observations, namely,
the absen e of a temperature pit h jump hysteresis in su iently thi k samples and its existen e in thin ones.
A des ription of u tuations, in luding two phenomenologi al parameters, is proposed. It allows us to predi t
temperature points at whi h the pit h jumps in the sample between two ongurations with the numbers of dire tor half-turns diering by one, as a fun tion of the an horing energy, Frank elasti modulus, sample thi kness,
and temperture (or u tuation energy). It is shown that performing pre ise measurements of the pit h versus
the temperature in well- ontroled samples should allow determining the phenomenologi al onstants and then
predi ting the inuen e of u tuations on pit h jump parameters in samples of an arbitrary thi kness and (or)
surfa e an horing energy. The orresponding al ulations are performed using the RapiniPopoular an horing
potential. It is shown that the inuen e of u tuations on the pit h variation is only negligible in su iently
thin layers. It is also noted that the results obtained ould be useful for investigating pit h jump dynami s in
the future.
PACS: 61.30.-v, 68.15.+e

1. INTRODUCTION

Temperature unwinding of the heli al stru ture of
holesteri liquid rystal layers of a nite thi kness and
surfa e an horing energy has not yet been investigated
su iently to larify the physi s of this phenomenom
and to ensure optimal appli ations of the orresponding ee ts. Only holesteri liquid rystal layers of a
nite thi kness down to monomole ular layers [7℄ have
been investigated intensively and have revealed some
interesting phenomena that are in parti ular related
to the mole ular an horing at the layer surfa es. The
ee ts observed in the holesteri liquid rystal layers
* E-mail: bellandau.a .ru

and their inuen e on the opti al properties of the layer
are of a great applied value be ause just the ele troopti s of liquid rystal layers forms a basis of numerous
e ient appli ations of liquid rystals in displays and
information pro essing devi es.
As has been known sin e long ago, the temperature
evolution of the holesteri liquid rystal stru ture [1; 2℄
in samples with a nite surfa e an horing energy an
be ontinuous at some ranges of the temperature with
jumpwise hanges at ertain temperature points, with
a strong hysteresis o urring when the temperature is
hanged in opposite dire tions [2; 3℄. This problem was
re ently investigated in Ref. [4℄. In this theoreti al paper, a simple model for temperature variations of the
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pit h was developed in the framework of the Frank elasti ity theory by taking the surfa e an horing for es into
a ount.
However, re ent experimental investigations [2; 3℄
show that the simple model in Ref. [4℄, where the pit h
jump me hanism is related to the sliding of the dire tor at layer surfa es through the an horing potential
barrier, is not dire tly appli able. The most probable
ause of the dis repan y between the theory and experiments is that the theory negle ts liquid rystal thermal
u tuations in the layer. It turns out that this assumption an be justied for su iently thin layers only. In
what follows, we therefore present the same model with
thermal u tuations in the liquid rystal layer additionally taken into a ount. We show that taking thermal u tuations into a ount allows explaining the tenden ies observed in the experiments, predi ting some
new ee ts a essible experimentally, and determining
the range of the parameters where the simple model is
valid.
In general our primary aim in this paper is to give
a qualitative an a semi-qualitative interpretation of the
avalable experimental data and to propose a model for
pit h variations.
2. ELASTIC MODEL WITHOUT
FLUCTUATIONS

We rst summarize the main results of the simple
model without thermal u tuations [4℄. We examine
the holesteri liquid rystal helix unwinding as the
temperature hanges.
We onsider a perfe t planar layer of holesteri liquid rystal and assume that the an horing energies and
the alignment dire tions are identi al at both surfa es.
The pit h variations due to temperature hanges are
determined by minimizing the free energy [1℄

2 2 ; (1)
2
p(T )
where K22 is the twist Frank modulus, Ws (') is the
F (T ) = 2Ws (') +

K22 d



2
pd(T )

surfa e an horing potential, d is the sample thi kness,
p(T ) is the equilibrium pit h at temperature T in a bulk
holesteri sample, pd (T ) is the pit h measured at the
same temperature in the layer, and ' is the deviation
angle of the dire tor with respe t to the alignment dire tion at the surfa e. Be ause the pit h value pd (T ) in
the layer is determined by the angle ' and the equilibrium pit h p(T ) is determined by the angle '0 (T ) that
orresponds to a free deviation of the dire tor from the
alignment dire tion at the surfa e (in the absen e of
11
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an horing), free energy (1) an also be expressed as a
fun tion of these angles. As a result, the ' variations
due to pit h (temperature) hanges an be des ribed
by the equation [4℄

Ws (') 2K22
+ d ['
'

'0 (T )℄ = 0:

(2)

The pit h jumps o ur when the angle ' rea hes
some riti al value ' that depends on the shape of
the an horing potential Ws ('). The value of the free
rotation angle '0 (T ) at the jump point (or in other
words, the orresponding value of the pit h in a bulk
holesteri liquid rystal) is related to the surfa e anhoring potential by




1
2W Sd ; (3)
where Tj is the jump temperature and Sd = K22 =dW
'0 (Tj ) = '

+

Ws (')
'
'='

is a dimensionless parameter (with W being the depth
of the surfa e potential).
Some results of this model, espe ially related to the
hysteresis phenomena, are presented in [4℄. In parti ular, formulas are given for the height of the an horing
barrier B between two dire tor ongurations in whi h
the numbers N of dire tor half-turns dier by 1 in the
layer thi kness.
In this paper, we give some additional results related to this simple model.
First of all, we examine the dire tor deviation angle
for the temperature points of a spe ial physi al interest. All our al ulations are done using the Rapini
Popoular an horing potential [1; 4; 5℄

Ws (') =

(W=2) os2 ';
riti al angle is ' = =4.

for whi h the
Figure 1 shows the dire tor deviation angle 'e (from
the rubbing dire tion) as a fun tion of the parameter Sd
at the temperature orresponding to equal free energies
of the ongurations with N and N + 1 dire tor halfturns in the layer thi kness. The orresponding equation determining 'e follows from (2) and is given by

sin(2'e ) + 4Sd['e

=4℄ = 0:

(4)

Figure 2 presents the dire tor deviation angle (from
the rubbing dire tion) as a fun tion of the layer thi kness for the temperature orresponding to equal free
energies of the ongurations with N and N +1 dire tor
half-turns in the layer thi kness. We note that in thi k
samples, the deviation angle 'e approa hes zero, while
in thin ones, it be omes larger, rea hing =4 (whi h is
the value of the riti al angle ' ) at zero thi kness.
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The al ulated height of the barrier Be between dire tor ongurations in the layer diering by
1 in the number of the dire tor half-turns N in the
layer thi kness as a fun tion of the parameter Sd for
the temperature orresponding to equal free energies
for N and N + 1 ongurations

Fig. 1. The al ulated dire tor deviation angle (from
the rubbing dire tion) 'e as a fun tion of the parameter Sd for the temperature orresponding to equal free
energies of ongurations with N and N + 1 dire tor
half-turns in the layer thi kness

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. The al ulated dire tor deviation angle 'e versus the sample thi kness normalized by the penetration
length K22 =W (other onditions are the same as in
Fig. 1)
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Fig. 4.
The al ulated height of the barrier Be versus the sample thi kness normalized by the penetration
length K22 =W (other onditions are the same as in
Fig. 1)

In Figs. 3 and 4, we show the results of the alulation of the barrier Be between two dire tor ongurations with the numbers N of dire tor half-turns
diering by 1 in the layer thi kness as a fun tion of the
parameter Sd (or the sample thi kness) at the temperature orresponding to equal free energies for N and
N + 1 ongurations. We note that the expression for
Be normalized by W an be found from Eq. (14) in [4℄,
whi h redu es to

Be =

2

(5)

where 'e is the dire tor deviation angle from the rubbing dire tion at the surfa e for the free dire tor rotation angle '0 = =4 (see Figs. 1 and 2 for the al ulated
values of 'e ).
It is useful to note that the limit of Be at Sd = 0,
or innite thi kness, is 0. The opposite limit at innite
Sd , or zero thi kness, is W=2.
Figures 5 and 6 present the energy dieren e between N and N + 1 ongurations versus ' and the
free rotation angle '0 (dire tor deviation angle from
1042
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N + 1; '0 =2)
E = F (N; '0 ) F (W
=
2
= sin [28S'd('0 )℄ os2['('0 )℄
sin2[2'('0 =2)℄ + os2 ['('0 =2)℄ ;
8S
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been performed (from the bottom to top urves) for
Sd = 1=2 , 1= , 5=2 , 5=

Fig. 5.

(6)

for Sd = 1=2 , 1= , 5=2 , and 5= , where the argument
of ' indi ates that ' is a fun tion of '0 . In what follows, we assume that the value of Sd is larger than 1=2
in order to ensure that only one dire tor onguration
with the number of dire tor half-turns diering from
N by 1 an have a free energy below that of the initial
onguration. This assumption allows us to disregard
pit h jumps with N = 2; 3, et ., whi h sometimes
o ur in jump-wise hanges of the dire tor eld [10℄.
As mentioned above, this model must be improved
by in luding the ee ts of liquid rystal thermal u tuations in the bulk of the layer. The orresponding
modi ation of the model is presented in the next se tion.

E
3. THE INFLUENCE OF FLUCTUATIONS ON
PITCH CHANGES
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Fig. 6.
The al ulated dieren e of the free energy
of ongurations with N and N + 1 dire tor half-turns
versus the dire tor deviation angle from their alignment
dire tion '; the al ulations have been performed (from
the left to right hand side urves) for Sd = 1=2 , 1= ,
5=2, 5=

the alignment dire tion) beginning at the point where

F (N ) = F (N + 1):
Cal ulations have been performed using the formula
dedu ed from Eq. (1),

The expressions given in the previous se tion relate
thermodynami equilibrium values of the parameters.
But lose to the points where the pit h jumps (transitions between N and N + 1 ongurations), bulk thermodynami u tuations an hange the position of the
transition points. For example, the hysteresis an derease and even ompletely disappear be ause of u tuations. In terms of the height of the surfa e an horing potential between two ongurations related to the
transition, this implies that if in the simple model [4℄
the height of the barrier B must be equal to zero for
the transition to o ur, in a model taking u tuations
into a ount the transition an o ur at B 6= 0, namely,
for B diering from 0 by qkB T , where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann onstant, and q is some
phenomenologi al oe ient to be determined experimentally. This means that the thermodynami u tuations of the energy of the liquid rystal allow the
system to over ome the barrier, even if the equilibrium
energy of the system is below the barrier.
It is now very essential to stress that the an horing
energy is proportional to the area of the layer surfa e
and is independent of the thi kness of the layer. In
ontrast, the bulk u tuations of the energy, Ef , are
proportional to the square root of the volume [6℄,

Ef
1043
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The thi kness df at whi h the hysteresis in the
pit h jumps disappears is given at the interse tion point
between the two urves representing the barrier Be and
the u tuation energy Ef as a fun tion of the layer
thi kness normalized by the penetration length K22 =W
(in the al ulations, it was assumed that d0 = 0:4 and
qkB T =W = 0:13)

1

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

where E is the deviation of the energy from the equilibrium value due to u tuations, V is the volume of
the system, S and d are the surfa e area and the layer
thi kness, respe tively. In what follows, we do not attempt to maintain numeri al a ura y, but only indiate the form of the answers. Be ause the height of
the
p of d, the ratio
p an horing barrier B is independent
hE 2 i=W grows proportionally to d, su h that for
some p
value of the layer thi kness d, the u tuation energy hE 2 i be omes larger than the height of the
surfa e an horing potential barrier B .
Be ause u tuations are redu ed near the solid surfa es, we rewrite Eq. (7) as

Ef

p

p

= hE 2i  qkB T (d

d0 )S ;

(8)

where d0 is some ee tive surfa e thi kness in whi h
u tuations are suppressed. In prin iple, d0 ould be
found from a mi ros opi theory, but we onsider it as
a new phenomenologi al parameter.
We note that the oe ient q in Eq. (8) is of the
dimension [L℄ 3=2 . It an of ourse be made dimensionless by repla ing qkB T in Eq. (8) with [Lp ℄ 3=2 (qkB T ),
where Lp is, for instan e, the an horing penetration
length K22 =W .
To nd the sample thi kness for whi h the u tuation energy be omes equal to the barrier Be , we alulated the u tuation energy Ef together with Be as
a fun tion of the layer thi kness (Fig. 7). Be ause the
value of Be given by Eq. (4) is the barrier height at the
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The al ulated jump angle 'j for thi knesses

d < df

temperature point of equal free energies of two ongurations diering by 1 in p
N , the interse tion point of
the urves for Be and for hE 2 i in Fig. 7 gives the
thi kness df for whi h the hysteresis disappears in the
pit h jumps.
This is why the hysteresis in the pit h jump must
disappear at layer thi knesses larger than df . The jump
value of the dire tor deviation angle 'j then oin ides
with the dire tor deviation angle 'e orresponding to
the temperature at whi h the ongurations with N
and N + 1 dire tor half-turns in the layer thi kness
have equal free energies (see Fig. 2). This statement is
onrmed by experimental observations resolving the
hysteresis only for su iently thin samples [2; 3℄.
If the sample thi kness is less than df , hysteresis o urs and the jump value of the deviation angle 'j does
not oin ide with the deviation angle 'e and exeeds it,
while remaining smaller than the riti al angle ' .
The physi al reason why the u tuation energy beomes larger than the surfa e an horing barrier at some
layer thi kness is in the fa t that the height of the
surfa e an horing potential is independent of the layer
thi kness, whereas the thermal u tuation energy inreases as the layer thi kness in reases.
The results of the al ulations for the jump angle
'j at thi knesses smaller than df and for the behavior of the jump angle 'j at thi knesses both larger and
smaller than df are presented in Figs. 8 and 9, respe tively.
Figure 8 shows that the jump angle 'j is essentially
redu ed by u tuations, and the hysteresis is therefore
also redu ed. For the layer thi knesses d > df , the hysteresis ompletely disappears, and the jump angle 'j
is equal to 'e . For d < df , the hysteresis reveals itself,
1044
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ost of the defe t separating this region from the rest
of the layer. The answer an be found using an estimate similar to (9) where we add the line energy of the
defe t line. The orresponding estimate allows us to
determine the minimal surfa e area Smin of the region
of the layer subje ted to the N ! N + 1 transition,
whi h does not ollapse and spontaneously in reases in
size after nu leation.
It is known [1℄ that in a wedge CanoGrandjean
stru ture, regions with N and N + 1 half-pit hes are
separated by linear defe ts ( dis lination lines). We
therefore also assume that the region indu ed by u tuations with N +1 half-turns of the dire tor is separated
from the rest by a linear defe t of the same type.
Consequently, we must now nd the maximum of
an expression of the type

Ef
but is less than in the model that does not take thermal
u tuations into a ount. This is why the jump angle
'j is less than the riti al angle ' that determines
the jump angle in the model negle ting thermal u tuations. It is only in su iently thin samples that the
jump angle 'j approa hes the riti al angle ' (whi h
is =4 for the Rapini an horing potential), when u tuations may be negle ted.
4. TRANSITION IN A LIMITED AREA OF

B

Ed 

Ef

B

p

(d

d0 )S

bS;

(9)

where b is some oe ient. If we assume that the layer
thi kness d is xed, the maximum of expression (8) is
rea hed for the surfa e area

S =

d

d0

4b2

:

This is the surfa e area of the sample in whi h the transition is most favorable.
If the surfa e area of the sample is larger than S  ,
we must analyze the situation where only a part of the
layer experien es a u tuation-indu ed N ! N + 1
transition. The question then arises about the energy

(d

d0 )S

p

t S;

bS

(10)

where the last term represents the energy Ed of the
linear defe t, proportional to its length and its energy
per unit length (whi h we assume to be independent of
the layer thi kness, even if we know that it varies as
ln(d=r ), where r is the ore radius). Expression (10)
passes through a maximum at

pd

S=

d0
4b2

t

2

;

where it is assumed that
p

THE LAYER

It was ta itly assumed above that the N ! N + 1
transitions driven by u tuations o ur over the entire
surfa e area of the layer simultaneously. We now examine the role of the surfa e area S of the layer that
is subje ted to the transition. The dieren e between
the an horing barrier and the u tuation energy an be
estimated as

p

d

d0 > t

(otherwise, the u tuation energy is insu ient for reating a linear defe t). It follows from Eq. (10) that
the maximal possible surfa e area for the u tuationindu ed N ! N + 1 transition is given by

Smax =

pd

d0
b2

t

2

(11)
To ensure a further growth of the area with the N + 1
:

onguration after the u tuation transition, the ondition
p

SF (N + 1) + K22 S < SF (N )

(12)

must be satised, assuming that the energy of the defe t is of the order of K22 per unite length. This ondition gives the minimal surfa e area of the u tuation
that an grow,

Smin =



K22
F (N ) F (N + 1)

2

;

(13)

where the orresponding dieren es F (N ) F (N + 1)
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 as a fun tion of '0j ('j )
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jump to the N + 1 onguration, the angle ' diers
from the initial angle at the jump point 'j in the N
onguration.
Finally, the ondition Smax > Smin must be satised for a u tuation transition to the N + 1 onguration to o ur in the layer.
We note that expression (12), whi h gives the energy gain during the N ! N +1 transition, may also be
useful in des ribing the dynami s of defe ts (asso iated
with the pit h jumps); this has not yet been studied
in detail, ontrary to the ase with homeotropi an horing [8℄.
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of the temperature for dierent sample thi knesses d
(or strength of the an horing W ). From these measurements, one an extra t the jump angle 'j and the
value of d (or W ) at whi h the temperature hysteresis
for jumps disappears. Another measurement ould be
performed at the temperature of the pit h jump and
would onsist in measuring the minimal surfa e area of
the region that is subje ted to the N ! N + 1 transition due to the u tuation and whi h begins to grow
after nu leation.

6. CONCLUSION
5. ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE
PHENOMENOLOGICAL CONSTANTS

The phenomenologi al onstants q and d0 introdu ed above ould in prin iple be found from the miros opi theory of liquid rystals. But the omplexity
of liquid rystals and many un ertainties in their parameters do not allow us to expe t a good a ura y of
the orresponding al ulations. A more pra ti al way
to determine them is therefore to ompare the present
theory with experimental measurements.
As regards d0 , it has a lear physi al meaning and
an be estimated quite well. It must be of the order of the penetration length K22 =W of the an horing,
i.e., of a mi rometer order with K22 = 10 6 dyn and
W = 10 2 erg/ m2 [1℄. The parameter q annot be
estimated so easily (it an be found in a nonanalytial form in the framework of the rather sophisti ated
approa h of u tuations in liquid rystal in restri ted
geometries [9℄).
We now analyze what measurements ould be used
to extra t the information about the phenomenologial parameters under dis ussion. Keeping in mind that
the oe ients in expressions (9) and (10) are related
to the introdu ed phenomenologi al parameters as

b=

K
Be
; t = 22 ;
qkB T
qkB T

(14)

we an nd their values. Indeed, in a ordan e with
Eqs. (8) or (10) and (13), this an be done by rst
measuring the sample thi kness at whi h the hysteresis
in jumps of the pit h disappears and then by measuring the minimal surfa e area of the region where the
N ! N + 1 transition o urs and does not ollapse
(i.e., grows) in later time. We thus obtain two relations that allow nding the two parameters d0 and q .
The orrersponding measurements would onsist of
measuring the dire tor deviation angle ' as a fun tion

The results of the previous se tions show that the
dependen e of the temperature-indu ed pit h jump
hysteresis on the sample thi kness an be explained
by taking thermal u tuations into a ount. In addition, our phenomenologi al theory should allow us
to make quantitative predi tions, provided the introdu ed phenomenologi al onstants are determined from
experiments. In theory, it should be su ient to determine d0 and q in a sample of a given thi kness d in
order to be able to predi t the angle of the pit h jump
and the hysteresis value for any other values of d or
the an horing strenth W . Unfortunately, the experiments performed up to now do not allow us to determine these phenomenologi al onstants. A spe ially
designed experiment for studying hysteresis phenomena in holesteri layers would therefore be desirable.
We an nevertheless give a rough estimate of q from the
experiments des ribed in Ref. [2℄. In this work, hysteresis was observed for the layer thi kness d = 4:8 m and
was not observed for d = 18 m. If we assume that
hysteresis disappears for d = 10 m and the area of
u tuation S is of the order 104 m2 , the dimensionless q = 0:2 (by taking Lp = 1 m). This value looks
quite reasonable, be ause
p a ording to [6℄, this quantity
an be estimated as Cve =Cv , where Cv and Cve are
the total spe i heat of the substan e and the part of
spe i heat related to liquid rystal elasti ity, respe tively. It should also be mentioned that the method
hosen in [2; 3℄ for measuring the pit h with the help
of spe tral opti al measurements in the region of the
ree tion band, whi h are then tted to the theoreti al
urves (see, e.g., [11℄), gives a very pre ise measurement of the pit h. Other methods an be also used
for the same purpose. We note that in the situations
where Mauguin approximation of the holesteri opti s
is valid, measurements of the rotation of the polarization plane of the light rossing the layer should give
1046
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similar information about the hanges of the pit h in
the layer.
We nally emphasize that this work ould be used
as a starting point for studying dynami s of pit h jumps
in holesteri layers.
Although the a ura y of our results is open to debate and the results are mostly based on assumptions,
we believe that the proposed model for spe i pit h
hanges demonstrates the possibility of the s enario
onsidered in our paper, and a reasonable agreement
with experimental data shows that weare on the right
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